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t was 10.00pm on a Tuesday night, and instead of winding down and maybe reading a
book in bed, I was sat in Rob Holmes’s car in
a queue on an access road outside the Riverside Stadium, Middlesbrough. We hadn’t
moved for twenty minutes, morale was low,
and I was wading through the many tweets
signalling the end of our sorry season.

I had just watched a spirit-sapping 1-0 defeat which
had begun with a nervous and fragile Middlesbrough
team retreating in the face of our, ultimately toothless,
first half forays. Space and countless loose balls were
available in midfield for us to seize upon, but instead
of playing on the Middlesbrough fans’ evaporating
patience as their simple passes went into touch, we
failed to capitalise and get a grip in midfield.
Slowly, as Norris once more over-ran the ball in the act
of introducing himself to its simple and accommodating curvature, and as Brown simply ridded himself of
all responsibility for ‘possession’ at the very quickest
opportunity, Middlesbrough gained confidence and a
foothold in the game. By the start of the second half
Woodgate et al were salaciously gobbling up the very
finest hoofball we had to offer and inevitably went on
to win the game.
The futile but very necessary post-mortem held in
the car, as ‘Boro fans filed past elated at ending a run
of five straight defeats, centred on the aching chasm
in midfield just crying out for somebody with vision,
composure and execution. Michael Tonge perhaps,
under-utilised on the bench, or maybe even the 19
year old starlet very generously loaned to us from
Everton by the name of Ross Barkley? He had not
even appeared on the bench, and pre-match fears were
confirmed by Warnock’s post-match press comments
that Barkley had returned to Everton because he
‘couldn’t guarantee him a game.’
I write this a few weeks later in the aftermath of two
points dropped at Leicester, but following another
credible performance where our midfield made a
sizeable contribution. By his own admission,
Warnock doesn’t know whether he has hit on this
formula by accident or design, but certainly the
midfield unit is a million times more effective at the
moment than the random acts of arbitrary hopelessness seen previously, like a deleted scene from ‘One
Flew Over The Cuckoo’s Nest’ deemed too wantonly
indiscriminate to be believable.
And so, as I read the tweets reporting Warnock’s utterly illogical comments about Barkley, the moment

came when I finally lost faith in him. Everything that
was missing at Middlesbrough in our barren wasteland
of a midfield was available to us in one player, but we
‘couldn’t guarantee him a game.’
Yes, I had been to Hull and Barnsley, and suffered
the home wins over Bolton and Bristol City, but I am
an incurable optimist sometimes where managers
are concerned. I felt Warnock was the best available
and attainable choice twelve months ago, and despite
reservations about the style of football, I wanted to
witness his undoubted ability to bring a club and its
fans together with breathless attacking football and
his penchant for a squad brimming like a potent brew
with strikers and wingers. It seemed a perfect fit. We’ve
been told for years that a ‘Warnock team’ is organised, committed and as gung-ho as its possible to get
this side of an underground dog-fighting ring, and I
wanted some of that.
So I allowed him the obstacles to squad-building
placed by TOMA and an ongoing club policy of
permitting our best players to leave. I allowed him
the unsavoury preference for familiar journeyman
players. I even allowed him the curious and seemingly
unprovoked procedure he set in action to sell Becchio
because, hell, we don’t know what goes on at Thorp
Arch or in the dressing room.
I blindly refused to accept that Leeds United had got it
wrong again, but the Barkley comments were my tipping point. It’s very easy to make facile comments
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about transfer negotiations, but, genuinely, a lot of
work and tactical skullduggery goes into arranging
transfers and even loans. David Moyes will not have
let Barkley go easily or without careful consideration about whether Leeds United was the right club
for him, even before finances were discussed. For
Warnock to waste Shaun Harvey’s time (insert your
own sock jokes here) arranging the deal, only to then
realise that actually he ‘couldn’t guarantee him a game’
when he is far superior to any midfielder on our books
in the last god knows how many years, never mind
now, leaves me incredulous.

SIMON GRAYSON

GARY MCALLISTER
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Maybe it was the long queue of chemically-deranged
Smog-monsters ensuring I remained sixty-five miles
from home as the clock ticked towards 10.30, but at
that point I finally accepted that Warnock was not for
me, or more importantly, for us.
Whatever happens now, there will come a time when
he is here no more, and it set my mind towards previous managers and at what point my hopeless positivity
finally cracked with each, because it is not always at
the most obvious and most epoch-defining point that
the split occurs.

Even the sales of Gradel and Howson from under him, and his
lack of control over the gradual degeneration of a promising squad
into a turgid muddle of unlikely potential, unexceptional experience and blind, misguided faith, cut no slack with our support
of Grayson. He had lost his way and repeated defensive failings,
particularly in midweek, were never solved. The 5-0 home defeat
to Blackpool was a warning, but it was surrounded by some decent
results. No, for me, it was the 4-1 New Year’s Eve defeat at Barnsley,
a game in which Connolly, Kisnorbo, Vayrynen and Nunez combined to find new ways to humiliate Leeds fans. Simon Grayson
could not halt all this, and a month later he was gone.

Everybody wanted McAllister to succeed, in the same way Clarke,
Gray and Bremner had our support in advance. Sometimes the
romance clouds the logic of such appointments, but even in League
One, McAllister’s relative managerial inexperience should still have
worked at a club which, crucially, he understood. Resurrecting the
club from the sorry mess Dennis Wise had left to reach the Play-off
Final did nothing to harm his status, and the following season
saw sparkling football and the emergence of Fabian Delph. Sadly,
we also had Steve Staunton trying to coach Paul Telfer on how to
defend. Cue defeats to Huddersfield, Northampton, Tranmere and
Colchester. With the tipping point reached, McAllister searched
desperately for answers away at MK Dons. The answer was not
Mansour Assoumani.
The deeply unpleasant Wise resigned after a 1-1 draw away at Luton. It was a shock, but few Leeds fans were beating up a cab driver
in frustration about it, allegedly. Having been second-placed on
Boxing Day, an admittedly mountainous achievement after starting
with a fifteen point deficit, Leeds then lost to Swansea and Oldham
within two days. Then we lost 1-0 at home to Doncaster, a game in
which we were uncomfortably outplayed in a horrible forewarning
of what was to come. Wise was never popular, but this defeat did it
for me. The sight of Wise and Dave Bassett on the touchline having
a direct influence over the hopes and aspirations of my beloved
club is something that, one day, some form of painless laser surgery will erase from all our minds forever. Get on it, science.
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Because life was so much better before… Blackwell’s acute selfdelusion has only become apparent in recent years, but it explains
many things that went on in season 2006/07. Blackwell was sacked
after a 1-0 defeat at Coventry, our fifth defeat in six games. Hindsight suggests that outside influences forced the sale of Rob Hulse
and left us with Geoff Horsfield and Hayden Foxe fighting our cause.
But whatever occult witchcraft had enabled Blackwell to steer us into
the Play-off Final had long since flown off on the breeze. A postWatford malaise had set in, crowds were awful, and 16,000 watched
a desperate Sunday lunch time affair with Wolves, settled by a last
minute Jay Bothroyd screamer. A great goal, a cruel blow, but my
memories are of Steve Stone putting in a performance that alerted
retirement homes across Britain. Give my love to Kevin.
Gray was a blameless scapegoat for the appalling mis-management of
those before him. It speaks volumes that he is the only survivor from
the O’Leary era that nobody wants to force feed chicken gruel while
flogging them with an unread copy of United We Fall. Gray’s appointment was a last-ditch attempt to galvanise the fractured club, with
the forlorn hope that despite running on empty, romance would be
enough to haul our sorry carcass over the line with one last dalliance.
It was not to be. Some promising results papered over the cracks at a
club that was debilitated and ill way beyond repair. A 3-0 home defeat
to Middlesbrough in January told me everything I needed to know. By
the time we lost 4-1 at Bolton in May, I was at peace with it.

The 6-1 defeat at Portsmouth in November 2003 was Reid’s memorable nadir, but heavy reversals to Leicester (4-0), Everton (4-0)
and Arsenal (4-1) had long since erased any hope that Reid could
replicate the nonsensical, old-school bluster that had somehow
led to our escape the previous season. In truth this was obvious in
pre-season, when no wins in six games offered little promise that
the likes of Cyril Chapuis, Lamine Sakho and Jody Morris could
reverse the irreversible.

To avert our attention from unsettling tales of haemorrhaged
finances, Ridsdale skilfully distracted us with the showbiz superficiality of Terry Venables. The warning signs were there in the
grotesque pink, Harry Hill-collared shirt he wore for the press conference, and despite some good early results few were hoodwinked.
The needless public demonisation of crowd favourites Dacourt and
Batty didn’t help, and though Venables was sacked after a 3-2 home
defeat to Middlesbrough (them fuckers again), it was the previous
week’s limp and soulless 1-0 defeat to Sheffield United in the FA
Cup Quarter Final that confirmed the chicken-in-a-basket club
singer circuit was Venables’ likely destination now.

So Warnock will doubtless gain some positives to hold on to between now and the end of the season,
before he sidles ingloriously out of the club in the summer. But for most of us the tipping point has
long since gone. We are in the middle of the end game now, sit back and enjoy it.
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